the connection between invariant and helicity amplitudes, with special emphasis on t=0, and also by Cohen-Tannoudji, Morel and Navelet, " and Fox. " In Regge-pole theory with two particles of equal mass (e.g. , EK +~p), the -appropriate pseudothreshold moves to t=0. There the problem of kinematic constraints is solved by "conspiracy" or "evasion, "" depending on whether or not a given trajectory needs the assistance of another trajectory in order to satisfy the conditions in a nontrivial fashion.
The main purposes of the present paper are (I) to present a unided and straightforward treatment of the kinematic singularities and threshold conditions for helicity amplitudes using orbital angular momentum, and (2) to show within the framework. of the Reggepole model how to incorporate properly the kinematic structure into the cross sections and density matrices.
We show that the general results of Refs. 9 and 10 are obtainable by considerations of the thresholds alone, without reference to the crossing matrix. Our use of orbital angular momentum parallels the original work of Hara, ' but we are careful to distinguish between normal thresholds and pseudothresholds. Frautschi and Jones'4 have also used orbital angular momentum arguments to verify and interpret the singularity structure in a number of specific examples.
The end results of the proper incorporation of the kinematic structure into the cross section and density matrices are phenomenological formulas very di6erent from those of Wang" in that they conform to the requirements of Lin" and Stack" and possess no t-channel kinematic-singularity factors. The somewhat » K. Y. Lin, Phys. Rev. 1SS, 1515 1SS, (1967 .
' John D. Stack (private communication) . 7 H. F. Jones, Nuovo Cimento 50A, 814 (1967) . 8 B.Diu and M. LeBellac, Nuovo Cimento 53A, 158 (1968) . ' 9 G. C. Fox, Ph. D. thesis, Cambridge University, 1967 (unpublished) .
'0 K. Leader, Phys. Rev. 166, 1599 
Fzo. 2. Diagram de6ning notation for Russell-Saunders coupling. The t-channel process is m1+m2 -+ nze+m4, where the ith particle has mass, spin, and intrinsic parity m;, s;, and q;, respectively. The initial and anal momenta in the center of mass are p and p', respectively, while the channel spins are S = s&+s2 and S'= s3+s4, and the orbital angular momenta are L and L'.
confusing and even subtle aspects of these problems are hopefully illuminated by parallel treatment of some examples in terms of Feynman perturbation theory and the use of invariant amplitudes.
II. NOTATION AND BASIC CONCEPTS
The present discussion of kinematic singularities is based entirely on the use of orbital angular momentum and the standard centrifugal-barrier factors of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics with no consideration of crossing relations. That nonrelativistic concepts should be suitable at thresholds is not surprising. But in spite of the use of orbital angular momentum arguments for some aspects of these problems 8'4'~~' it does not seem to be recognized that a consistent discussion of the whole question can be given in those terms alone.
Our interest ultimately is in peripheral processes and the Regge-pole model. Consequently, the t-channel amplitudes and their singularities are emphasized in the choice of notation; the treatment is readily transcribed to other channels. We consider for the most part amplitudes with all four external masses diBerent in order to separate the normal and pseudothreshold Doints from t=0. A. Notation The general labeling of the variables is indicated in Fig. 2 . The t-channel process is 1+2-+ 3+4, where the ith particle has mass m;, spin s;, and intrinsic parity g;. The initial and 6nal center-of-mass momentã ' J. Franklin, Phys. Rev. 152, 1437 (1966 160, 1582 (E) (1967 .
where the subscripts Eand E stand for normal threshold and pseudothreshold and the prime or lack of it is associated with p' and p. From Eqs. (2) and (3) we have T~Tp 2(gt) p--, TN'T p'= 2(gt) p'.
(4)
The t-channel helicity amplitudes are functions of t and cos8&. For discussion of analytic properties we will make considerable use of the expression for cos8& in terms of s, t, and m: cosgg = 1 4pp'-(mP -ms ) (ms' -m, ')- s -u+ . (5) Evidently, then, (tpp' cos8, ) is a polynomial in s, t, and I, possessing no threshold or other singularities.
Another convenient relation is that between the Kibble boundary function q (s,t, )u, ss 9 (s,t,u) = stu -s (mPmss+mssm4') -t (mPms +ms'm4') -u(mgm4'+ms'ms )
(1 1 1 1 +2mPmssmssm4'~+ + +, (6) Lm, m, ' ms' m4' ' and sin8&.
(p=4tp p" sin'8, .
B. No Syins
The existence of kinematic singularities is a complication entirely caused by the presence of particles with spin. Without spin, the threshold behavior of partialwave amplitudes provides just the necessary powers of momenta to combine with the corresponding Legendre polynomials to give expressions manifestly free of "T.Kibble, Phys. Rev. 117, 1159 (1959 .
"As is well known, the symmetry of q between the three channels allows one to infer that p also satishes Eq. (7) with the corresponding s-or I-channel quantities on the right-hand side. (20) where T~, etc. , are the threshold factors (3), proportional to the nonrelativistic momenta at the respective thresholds, and P~& is a reduced partial-wave amplitude, free of threshold singularities.
The partial-wave threshold behavior contained in (20) (20) with (17), taking cognizance of (18), and including the 3=0 behavior [Eq. (24)j, we see that we can write This can be written in the form L= j (s,+s,)+o[1 -UU, U, ( -1)' -' "3. (27) 3' The second term in (17) seems to give rise to one more power of (4tpp'), but this is compensated by a difference of one unit in I. , I' in the threshold behavior because of its opposite parity. To illustrate the threshold relations we consider our previous example, mz'~/ h. Only the XA thresholds are relevant here. We 6rst examine the normal threshold, t= (4444+4r44) . The helicity amplitudes (10) can, in this case, be written fi,i,;oo=Z(J+-')(&04(F'(00)do, '(8~) , (29) where p=X3 -X4. At threshold it is appropriate to introduce a Russell-Saunders coupling expansion for the partial-wave amplitude (I~o&4I F'I oo): (30) Thus the right-hand side of (32) can be expressed as 2 N 2 p f44i4;00 =p(sos4lio
The use of (33) is the key step in the development because it causes the separation of the helicity dependence from J.The two terms in the S' sum of (34) 
X&N'(L'= J 1, S'), (31-) where E~has no singularities at threshold. The factors other than (TN')~' can be thought of as merely constants. Multiplying both sides of (29) by TN'Ti"
and making use of (30) and (31) 
Equation (35) Here the ratio (sin8, /cos84) is equal to &i at threshold, but is better given a meaning through the boundary function as (sin84/cos84) = (+00)/L2 (m, -m4) pp'sg.
Equations (36) and (39) f4, 00&0& .
-
The tilde amplitudes, defined by (C2), are such as to remove the powers of (sin84/cos94) in (39 Table I Inspection, of these expressions shows that (a) the singularity structure of (45) (47) and (48), and zrzr' -+Eh at the gh pseudothreshold, as given by (38) The orthogonality of the crossing matrix for helicity amplitudes allows the replacement in (54), where fq,~,,~,q, are the t-channel amplitudes. Now the s-channel cross section is expressed directly in terms of the sum of the absolute squares of the analytic continuations of the t-channel helicity amplitudes. 7 44 Similarly, the decay density matrix of one of the outgoing particles in the s channel, say c, takes the form (56) provided the quantization axis is chosen as the momentum transfer direction in the rest frame of c. 44 The direct use of t-channel amplitudes has obvious advantages in the treatment of peripheral processes.
A. Absence of t-Channel Kinematic Singularities in the Cross Section
The 6rst obvious requirement in using t-channel amplitudes is to incorporate the proper kinematicsingularity structure, as given by (26) (55) is assured by the fact that the crossing matrix is a real orthogonal matrix in the physical s channel. Thus, as long as we stay in the physical region of s, the use of (55) is allowed. But, as emphasized, by Lin, " the equality of the two sides of (55) We note that the threshold singularity has been cancelled out by the imposition of the threshold.
constraint (60). The cross section has the proper behavior in t, as required by (54). There only remains one further remark. In the unphysical region where t&0, the sum of the absolute squares of the amplitudes (58) is proportional to the square bracket in (59), but with a plus sign between the two terms. Then substitution of (61) does not result in a common factor of (4m' -t); the right-hand side of (55) In writing (59) it has been assumed that t &0, that a(t), yi(t), and yp(t) are real, and that lcos8, l lsin8il))1. This is the standard Regge-pole formula of Hohler" and others. y& and y2 are assumed to be arbitrary empirical functions of t, to be determined by 6t.ting the data.
But we know that p& and p2 are not completely arbitrary. The amplitudes must satisfy (35) at t= 4m'.
In terms of the residue functions this requirement is (39) and (40) hold at the Nb, pseudothreshold, 5=0.09 (GeV/c)', and that the residue functions are not rapidly varying in t I see text below Eqs. (64) and (65) Then the residues at the normal threshold are nq(t) and those at the pseudothreshold are pq(t The EA pseudothreshold is at t= 0 09 (GeV/. c)'.Thus the cross-section formula (57) appears to have a dynamic pole corresponding to the exchange of a particle of mass 300 MeV, far lighter than the p meson presumed to be the dominant exchange. This sharply peaked factor governs the small-t behavior and requires a zero in the function S(s,t) between t= 0.09 and the physical region t&0 in order to fit the experimental data. at t=ts=(ms -m4)'=0. 09 (GeV/c)'. Apart from the condition (65) at t=tp, the well-behaved functions 44(t), bt(t), bs(t), bs(t), and b4(t) are arbitrary, in the absence of dynamical information. But it is reasonable to hope that they are relatively slowly varying in t, at least for physical t values in the range~t~&3t".
One simple, plausible choice for the residues follows from the presence of a factor of rr(t) in q s, ys, and y4 in (64): With the assumption of a linear trajectory, the parameters a and b; are chosen as constants, and the residues ys, ys, and y4 are made proportional to cr(t) This fixes b~, b3, and b4 relative to a. Then, the slope parameter b~is determined by the derivative relation (65) . Assuming that the p-meson trajectory vanishes at t -0.6 (GeV/c)', the nonflip residue function yr(t) goes from +%3 (in some units) at t=0 09, to zero. at t~-0.1, and down to -4.5 at t -0.6, while the other three residues, qs, ys, and q 4, change from -K3, +1, and -1, respectively, to zero in the same interval of t. ', as Ep;i=yr'+ (6'/t")y2', .«= (~r/4)V*a+(~2/4)2V", Ep), )= (6'/t, ) (ygya yry4-), Epg. y= (a'/t. )'" prya+(6'/t. )ymy4$, where~= 2Lyt2+ (~2/fy)(ym'+yP)+(Le/t )'/4' Fig. 4 . The most disagreeable feature of the results shown in Fig. 4 (20), at the normal thresholds in each channel. The behavior of the amplitudes at pseudothresholds can also be discussed within this framework, provided changes are made in the formal assignments of parities and phase factors, as described in Sec. II K.
Implicit here are the assumptions of Lorentz invariance and analyticity, in common with the approaches using the crossing matrix. The general result for the kinematicsingularity structure is contained. in Eqs. (26) ((J -1)20' i Jp)dp"~(8, ) = pap(J)s~' dp '(8i) (A7) ((J -2)20' I Jli)dpi'~( 8i) = bp(J)s~pdp p(8i) . (AS) Note that Eqs. (A6) -(A8) hold only for the highest power of 2, namely sJ &, on boths ides of each equation. The exhibition of dp"e(8i), rather than powers of 2', serves two purposes. (A14) ' sine, A+ '(s, t)Pt -(m+rio')'] '" Note that the first (second) helicity index is for F(E). Fig. 3 
